
When direct speech is changed into reported speech, with a reporting verb in the 
past, the verb tense, the pronouns and the time-phrase may all have to be changed 
to indicate the time shift to the past:
• 'We'll be getting married this year,' he said, (direct speech)

He says (that) they'll be getting married this year.
(reported speech with a present reporting verb)
He said (that) they would be getting married that year.
(reported speech with a past reporting verb)

It is usually better style to use more precise reporting verbs than say or tell when 
turning (usually informal) direct statements into (usually more formal) reported ones. 
Examples are: advise, apologise, congratulate, promise, remind.

See Section 6 of the Appendix for a complete list of these verbs and their different 
grammatical patterns.

A  Match the direct speech 
on the left with the most 
appropriate reporting verb 
on the right.

B Now put the direct 
statements in Exercise A 
into reported speech, 
using the verbs you have 
chosen, and starting each 
sentence with She.

C Follow the instructions for 
Exercise A.

D Now follow the instructions 
for Exercise B, starting 
each sentence with He.



The modals should, would, could, ought and might do not change tense in 
reported speech, and neither do the second and third conditionals. With a 
reported second or third conditional, that is needed, and a comma is necessary to 
separate the two clauses if the if clause comes first:
• He pointed out that if she had bought him a ticket, he could have seen the 

play too.

E 
reported speech. 2 He 

Notice how reported questions are formed from the two types of direct 
question in English.
a questions starting with a question-word:

• 'When will you next be in Paris?'
He asked when she would next be in Paris. (NOT ... *when would she 
next be in Paris)

• 'When does your plane take off?'
She asked when his plane took off.

Notice that no do/did auxiliaries are needed in reported speech, and that 
the word order is the same as in a statement.

b questions starting with a verb:
• 'Can you come tomorrow?'

She asked if/whether I could go the next day/the day after/the following day. 
If/whether connect the reporting verb and this type of question.
If has no connection here with conditional if. Whether must be used before 
an infinitive: • He was not sure whether to believe them.
• I didn't know whether to laugh or cry.

F Correct the reported 
questions if necessary.
Tick any which are already 
correct.



G Match the direct request 
or imperative on the left 
with its reported version 
on the right.

H Complete the second 
sentence so that it means 
the same as the first one, 
using the word given. You 
must use between three 
and eight words, 
including the word given. 
(Contractions count as two 
words.)

Reported requests or commands usually involve the use of the infinitive
with to:
• 'Take that away!' He told me to take it away.
• 'Please don’t talk.' She asked us not to talk.

Use ask for a polite request, beg for an earnest request, instruct or tell for a 
command, and order for an authoritative command:
• She ordered the children to sit down and be quiet.


